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The nearness of Thanksgiving reminds all that the National Holiday forgiving thanks isriyh

at hand. First of all we want to thank our many customers for the great part they have played in
helping us to break the record in every department of this store's now mammoth business. Then
we wish to assure each and all, however thankful they may be for the great part this store has
contributed to their prosperity through putting Dollars in their pocket by supplying their needs at
the closest prices, it is not too much to say that far greater thmgs are still in store for those who
buy here. The bargain feast is now ready with

THIRTY=NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
of merchandise in stock to select from. We are still selling goods at the same old prices. Te
and eleven cents cotton don't make us want the whole 'earth. No man or woman can be in doub
as to where to supply all their Winter Clothing wants after once entering the front door of th
store.
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Whether rigid economy compels you to make the most " L wewill continue to helpu]ewl ae hstegets
of an $8.00 suit or a fair income justifies the wearing Ladies Emporium i
of a $50.00 suit,we'll give you the best your money can is in this whole sec

buy. Schloss Bros. and W. S. Peck's names on a suit Possible to tell abou
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all the rh~~~~l great stock say thati seezetrgrowing all the while.How is This? 5
BOYS' and CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

SUITS, PANTS, CAPS,or what not all receive our best
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attention. Mighty easy to fix up the children here. comity. It is nothi

GOLD and SILVER SHIRTS bargains are here.
Are as far superior to other Shirts for the same money N B G SS
as Gold and Silver are superior to other metals. I the whole coun
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In the shoe world are "Crossett" for the men and No excuse for not sle
"Queen Quality" and "ReginLa" for the Ladies. The Ladies Petticoats
feet these shoes fail to please will never be satisfied on tnern. Fourth Big
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CARL OF WAGONS ANT SEWIN AHNS
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